Minions of DoomTM, Spider-ManTM, Legion of Super HeroesTM, Calculator, Bureau of Paranormal Research and DefenseTM, Freedom Phalanx: Team members are wild cards.
Morlocks: When this character makes a close combat attack, it receives +1 to its attack value for
each friendly character that is both adjacent to this character and the target character.

AvengersTM, Justice LeagueTM, The BrotherhoodTM, Top Cow: When you give a team member a
move action, it does not count toward your available actions for the turn.
BatmanTM Ally, Kabuki: Any line of fire drawn to this character that passes through hindering terrain,
including the square that this character occupies, is treated as though it has been drawn through
blocking terrain.
Crime Syndicate: Crime Syndicate team members have Probability Control. Whenever a Crime
Syndicate team member uses Probability Control, you must place an action token on this character or
another friendly character on the battlefield that has zero or one action tokens. A character with one
action token that is taking an action other than a free action may not have an action token placed on it
by this team ability. If an action token cannot be placed, this team ability may not be used. This team
ability cannot be copied by wild card team abilities.

Mystics, CrossGen, Arachnos: When this character takes damage from an attack, it deals 1
damage to the attacker. This damage may not be evaded or reduced.
The Power Cosmic, Quintessence: Members of this team do not take pushing damage and their
powers cannot be countered. This team ability cannot be copied by wild card team abilities.
Outsiders: Once at the beginning of your turn, as a free action, an Outsiders team member on your
force may choose a target friendly or opposing character. The team member must be within 10
squares of the target and have a clear line of fire to the target. Until the beginning of your next turn,
the target’s combat values cannot be modified by powers or team abilities. This team ability cannot be
copied by wild card team abilities.
Serpent Society: Give a member of this team a power action. Move it any number of squares up to its
speed value, ignoring the effects of all characters and terrain, including elevated terrain, on movement.
This team member may not end its move in blocking terrain.

Crusade: All attack rolls made by members of the Crusade team that result in doubles (except two
1s) cause knockback equal to the attacking character’s damage value.

S.H.I.E.L.D.TM: When a friendly character makes a ranged combat attack, you may give any number
of friendly S.H.I.E.L.D. team members adjacent to the attacker a power action before making the
attack roll. Modify the attacker’s damage by +1 for each S.H.I.E.L.D. team member given a power
action in this way.

DefendersTM, Justice SocietyTM: Before any attack roll, a team member may replace its defense
value with the unmodified defense value (including a replacement defense value) of any adjacent
friendly team member for the attack.

Sinister SyndicateTM, BatmanTM Enemy: Before the attack roll of any attack made by a team
member, the team member may replace its attack value with the unmodified attack value (including a
replacement attack value) of any adjacent friendly team member.

Fantastic FourTM: When a member of this team is KOd, each friendly Fantastic Four team member
may be healed of 1 damage. If all remaining team members are KOd in the resolution of the same
action, this team ability cannot be used.

SkrullsTM, Danger Girl : When a member of the team is chosen as the target of an attack, roll one
six-sided die. On a result of 6, the attack cannot be made. The attacker must choose another target
or be given a different action.

Green LanternTM Corps: A Green Lantern Corps team member that can carry other characters may
carry up to 8 friendly characters instead of 1.

Suicide Squad: When friendly character adjacent to a Suicide Squad team member is KOd, roll one
six-sided die and subtract 2 from the result. If the result is less than 1, the result is 1. The team
member is healed of damage equal to the result. If the team member is KOd in the resolution of the
same action as the adjacent friendly character, this team ability cannot be used.

HydraTM, Police: For each team member adjacent to a friendly character making a ranged combat
attack, the friendly character’s attack value may be modified by +1. All team members modifying a
friendly character’s attack value must have a clear line of fire to the target, though the target does not
need to be within range of any team member modifying the attack.
Kingdom Come: Whenever an opposing character given a move action, power action, or free action
attempts to move from a square that is not adjacent to the Kingdom Come team member to a square
adjacent to the Kingdom Come team member, roll one six-sided die before moving the opposing
character, even if it ignores the effects of characters on movement. On a result of 1 or 2, the opposing
character cannot move to any square adjacent to the Kingdom Come team member that turn.
Characters with this team symbol and characters suffering knockback ignore this team ability.
Injustice LeagueTM: When two or more friendly team members are adjacent to the same member of
an opponent’s force, all adjacent team members may make a close combat or a ranged combat
attack against that character using only one action from your allotment of actions for the turn. All
characters attacking in this way receive an action token.
Masters of EvilTM: A Masters of Evil team member may be given an action when it has two action
tokens on it. If it does, do not place an action token on the team member after the action resolves;
instead, deal it 1 unavoidable damage. At the end of your turn, do not remove action tokens from a
member of this team that has been given an action during that turn.

SupermanTM Enemy: When two friendly Superman Enemy team members are adjacent, the character
with the highest point value gains the Outwit power. If that character already has Outwit, then this team
ability has no effect. If two adjacent friendly Superman Enemy team members have identical point
values, the controlling player chooses which character receives the Outwit power. Once this choice is
made, it cannot be changed until the chosen character loses Outwit. This team ability is canceled at
the end of an action in which the two Superman Enemy team members are no longer adjacent.
2000 A.D.: At any time during the game, you may declare an opposing team or character as your
target. Once the character or team is chosen, it may not be changed. All 2000 A.D. team members
increase their attack value by 1 when attacking the chosen team or character.
Ultimates, SupermanTM Ally: A team member ignores the effects of hindering terrain (including team
abilities that give hindering terrain bonuses) on its movement, combat, powers, and feats.
Ultimate X-Men: At any time during the game, choose an opposing team or character for this team
member; once this choice is made, it cannot be changed. Modify this team member’s attack value by
+1 against members of the chosen team or character.
X-MenTM, TitansTM: At the beginning of an action during which two friendly members of this team are
adjacent to each other, you may give one of those characters a power action and deal 1 unavoidable
damage to it. The other adjacent, friendly character is healed of 1 damage.
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FLURRY (Optional): Give this character a close combat action. It makes two separate close combat attacks
as free actions (making two separate attack rolls) against one or two adjacent targets. Resolve the first attack
before making the second. If this character loses Flurry prior to making the second attack, it cannot make the
second attack.
LEAP/CLIMB (Optional): When you give this character a move action, it automatically breaks away and
ignores the effects of characters, hindering terrain, elevated terrain, and outdoor blocking terrain on
movement. When you give this character a close combat action, it can target a grounded or flying character
regardless of the target’s elevation or flight mode.
PHASING/TELEPORT (Optional): Give this character a power action and move it up to its speed value. It
automatically breaks away and ignores the effects of characters, hindering terrain, elevated terrain, and
blocking terrain on movement. This character cannot end its movement in or on blocking terrain.
EARTHBOUND: This character has the “grounded” speed mode instead of its printed speed mode and the
“normal” damage mode if it has the “giant” damage mode. If this character is soaring when it gains Earthbound, deal it 1 damage. This power cannot be countered.
CHARGE (Optional): Give this character a power action; halve its speed value for the action. Move this
character up to its replacement speed value and then give it one close combat action as a free action. A
character with this power ignores knockback and other characters’ Force Blast.
MIND CONTROL (Optional): Give this character a power action; it makes a close combat or ranged combat
attack as a free action. A successful attack deals no damage; instead, the target becomes friendly to your
force and opposing to your opponent’s force, and any of the target’s canceled powers return until it returns to
its owner’s force. Each target hit can be assigned one action as a free action. Immediately upon resolving
this action, the target becomes an opposing character to you and friendly to its owner’s force. The character
takes 1 damage for each 100 points of the successfully hit targets’ combined point value. If this character has
a range value of 0, its range value is 4 for purposes of this power and cannot be further modified.
PLASTICITY (Optional): This character succeeds on break away rolls on results of 2–6. Opposing
characters that roll to break away from this character must roll a 6 to break away. If opposing characters with
Plasticity are adjacent, they ignore the effects of each other’s Plasticity.
FORCE BLAST (Optional): Give this character a power action and roll a six-sided die; a single target
adjacent opposing character is knocked back from this character a number of squares equal to the result. The
target automatically breaks away, and can move through squares adjacent to opposing characters. The target
can be dealt knockback damage.
HYPERSONIC SPEED (Optional): Choose one of the following: (1) Give this character a power action. It
automatically breaks away and can move through squares adjacent to opposing characters. During its move,
this character can as a free action make one close combat or one ranged combat attack with its range value
halved for the attack. This character must be in a square where it could legally end its move in order to make
the attack. This character can continue to use the rest of its movement after making the attack. (2) Give this
character a power action. It makes a close combat attack as a free action; its damage value becomes 1. If the
attack succeeds, this character can continue to make close combat attacks as free actions against the same
target until this character declares an end to the attacks or an attack fails. After each successful attack, modify
the target’s defense value by +1 and this character’s damage value by +1 before making the next attack.
When this character stops attacking or an attack fails, deal damage to the target equal to the attacker’s
modified damage value at the time of the last successful attack. If there were no successful attacks, the attack
deals 0 damage. If doubles are rolled during any successful attack, knockback occurs only after damage from
the power action is taken. Powers that allow a character to evade attacks are activated once after the power
action resolves.
STEALTH (Optional): Any line of fire drawn to this character that crosses hindering terrain, including a
square of hindering terrain occupied by this character, is treated as though it crosses blocking terrain.
RUNNING SHOT (Optional): Give this character a power action; halve its speed value for the action. Move
this character up to its replacement speed value and give it one ranged combat action as a free action. This
character must declare a target to which it can draw a clear line of fire from the square where it intends to end
its move in order to use this power.

RANGED COMBAT EXPERT (Optional): Give this character a power action. It makes a ranged combat
attack against a single target character; modify its damage value by +2 for the attack. Ranged Combat Export
cannot be used when using an object as a weapon.
BATTLE FURY: This character cannot make a ranged combat attack, cannot be targeted by Mind Control,
and cannot be carried.
SUPPORT (Optional): Give this character a power action and make an attack roll against an adjacent target
friendly character as though making a close combat attack. Neither this character nor the target may be
adjacent to an opposing character; ignore all combat value modifiers for purposes of this attack. If the attack
roll succeeds, roll one six-sided die and subtract 2 from the result. If the result is less than 1, the result is 1.
The target is healed of damage equal to the result.
EXPLOIT WEAKNESS (Optional): Give this character a close combat action. Damage from this attack is
penetrating damage.
ENHANCEMENT (Optional): When an adjacent friendly character makes a ranged combat attack, this
character modifies the adjacent friendly character’s damage value by +1 once for the attack. More than one
character with Enhancement can modify the same attack. This character can use this power more than once
per turn.
PROBABILITY CONTROL (Optional): Once during your turn, this character allows you to reroll one of your
dice (or die) rolls and to ignore the result of the original roll. All dice used in the original roll must be rerolled.
A character using this power must be within 10 squares of the character for which the original roll was made,
and have a clear line of fire to that character. A character can use this power on itself. Using the same rules,
once during an opponent’s turn, this character allows you to force that opponent to reroll one of his or her dice
(or die) rolls and to ignore the result of the original roll. In games with three or more players, this power can
be used only once between your turns.
SHAPE CHANGE: When this character is chosen as the target of an attack, roll one six-sided die. On a
result of 5 or 6, the attack cannot be made. The attacker must choose another target or be given a different
action.
CLOSE COMBAT EXPERT (Optional): Give this character a power action. It makes a close combat attack
against a single opposing target character; modify this character’s damage value by +2 for the attack. Close
Combat Export cannot be used when using an object as a weapon.
PERPLEX (Optional): Once during your turn (but not during another action), as a free action this character
modifies by +1 or -1 any combat value (including range) of a target character, including itself, until the end of
the turn. A character using this power must be within 10 squares of the target and have a clear line of fire to
the target. This effect ends immediately if this character loses Perplex or is KOd, or if the target is damaged
or healed during this turn.
OUTWIT (Optional): Once during your turn (but not during another action), as a free action this character
counters a power on a single target opposing character. Treat the target as if it does not have the countered
power. That power remains countered until the beginning of your next turn. A character using this power
must be within 10 squares of the target and have a clear line of fire to the target. Instead of a power, you may
choose to counter an opposing flying character’s ability to soar; in this case, lower the soaring character to
hovering mode. If this character loses Outwit or is KOd, the countered power or ability returns immediately.
LEADERSHIP: Once at the beginning of your turn, as a free action, roll one six-sided die. On a result of 4-6,
add one action to your available actions for that turn. A player can gain only one action each turn with this
power, even if the player has more than one character with Leadership.

BLADES/CLAWS/FANGS (Optional): When this character is given a close combat action, roll one six-sided
die after making a successful attack roll. The result replaces the character’s damage value when resolving the
attack. If the target was blocking terrain, a wall, or an object, it is destroyed on a result of 3-6.
ENERGY EXPLOSION (Optional) : Give this character a ranged combat action; its damage value becomes 1 until the
attack has been resolved. For each target hit by the attack, compare the result of the attack roll to the defense value of
each character adjacent to the target to determine if the attack also succeeds against them. Ignore the hindering terrain
modifier resulting from characters adjacent to the target when determining if the attack succeeds against additional
characters. Each character successfully hit is dealt damage equal to the number of times it was hit by this attack
(characters adjacent to multiple targets can be hit more than once by this attack). A critical hit with this attack automatically
hits the target(s) and any characters adjacent to the target(s), and deals 1 additional damage to all characters hit. Powers
that allow a character to evade attacks are rolled only once after this character’s ranged combat action resolves. If a
character evades, it evades all hits by this attack. This power cannot be used to target blocking terrain or objects.
PULSE WAVE (Optional): Give this character a ranged combat action; halve its range value until the action has
been resolved. All powers, team abilities, and feats possessed by characters within range of this attack are
ignored until the action has been resolved. Wild cards using this power may use the team ability of a friendly
character within range of this attack. At least one opposing figure must be within range of this attack to activate
this power. Draw lines of fire to every character (friendly and opposing) within range in every direction; these lines
of fire ignore characters, but are affected normally by terrain. If clear lines of fire can be drawn to two or more
characters, this character’s damage value becomes 1 for the attack; otherwise, do not replace the character’s
damage value. Make a single attack roll and compare the result to the defense value of each character in range;
each character hit is dealt damage. Attacks made with this power do not target characters.
QUAKE (Optional): Give this character a close combat action; until the attack has been resolved, its damage value
becomes 2 if it is greater than 2. Make a single attack roll and compare the result to the defense values of all opposing
characters adjacent to this character. Each character that takes damage from this attack is knocked back.
SUPER STRENGTH (Optional): When this character moves as part of a move action, power action, or free
action, it can pick up an object as a free action and carry it. The object must be either in a square the character
occupies or in an adjacent square. This character can use an object it picks up as a weapon. If this power is
lost or countered while this character is holding an object, immediately place the object in the square this
character occupies. This power cannot be canceled while this character is carrying an object.
INCAPACITATE (Optional): Give this character a close combat or ranged combat action; its damage value
becomes 0 until the action has been resolved. If this character successfully hits a target that has zero or one
action token, give the target an action token.

SUPER SENSES (Optional): When this character is hit by an attack, roll one six-sided die before damage is
dealt. On a result of 5 or 6, this character evades the attack.
TOUGHNESS: Damage dealt to this character is reduced by 1.
DEFEND (Optional): Before any attack roll, any friendly character adjacent to this character may replace its
defense value with this character’s unmodified defense value (including a replacement defense value) for the
duration of the attack.
COMBAT REFLEXES (Optional): Modify this character’s defense value by +2 against close combat attacks.
This character may choose to be knocked back by any attack from which it takes damage. Knockback damage
dealt to this character is reduced to 0.
ENERGY SHIELD/DEFLECTION: Modify this character’s defense value by +2 against ranged combat
attacks.
BARRIER (Optional): Give this character a power action; place up to four barrier terrain markers (which are
blocking terrain) on the battlefield in any square of clear terrain that is not occupied by a character and is
within this character’s range. Each barrier terrain marker must be placed adjacent to another barrier terrain
marker created by this character. If this character has a range of 0, it can place the markers only in adjacent
squares. This character must have a clear line of fire to at least one of the barrier terrain markers. These
barrier markers remain in place until the beginning of your next turn or until this power is countered or lost. A
soaring character cannot use this power.
MASTERMIND (Optional): Each time this character would be dealt damage, you may instead choose to
have all the damage be dealt to a single adjacent friendly character with a lower point value than this
character. If the damage resulted from an attack with knockback, the character that takes the damage is
knocked back. If a character is KOd by damage dealt using this power, it is considered to have been KOd by
the character that originally dealt the damage. Damage dealt by this power is not an attack.

PSYCHIC BLAST (Optional): Give this character a ranged combat action. Damage from this attack is
penetrating damage.

WILLPOWER (Optional): This character does not take pushing damage.

SMOKE CLOUD (Optional): Give this character a power action; place up to four hindering terrain markers on
the battlefield within this character’s range. Each hindering terrain marker must be placed adjacent to another
hindering terrain marker created by this character. If this character has a range of 0, it can place the markers
only in the square it occupies and/or adjacent squares. This character must have a clear line of fire to at least
one of the hindering terrain markers. These markers cannot be placed on blocking terrain but can be placed
on hindering terrain or in squares occupied by characters. These terrain markers remain in place until the
beginning of your next turn or until this power is countered or lost. A soaring character cannot use this power.

IMPERVIOUS (Optional): When this character is dealt damage, roll one six-sided die. On a result of 5 or 6,
the damage dealt is reduced to 0. On a result of 1-4, the damage dealt is reduced by 2.

POISON (Optional): Once at the beginning of your turn, as a free action this character deals 1 damage to
each opposing character adjacent to it.
STEAL ENERGY: Each time an opposing character takes damage from a close combat attack made by this
character, this character is healed of 1 damage.
TELEKINESIS (Optional): Give this character a power action and choose one of the following options. (For
option 1 and 2, the target automatically breaks away and ignores the effects of characters and hindering terrain
on movement. The target can be placed on elevated terrain but cannot be placed on or in blocking terrain.
This character must have a clear line of fire to the target’s square.) (1) This character makes one close
combat attack that deals no damage. If the attack succeeds, move the target up to 10 squares. (2) This
character moves a target adjacent object that is not being held or a target adjacent friendly character up to 10
squares. (3) It makes a ranged combat attack using an object that is not held by another character (see the
“Objects” section of the rulebook). This character must have a clear line of fire to the target of the attack.

REGENERATION (Optional): Give this character a power action. Roll one six-sided die and subtract 2 from
the result. Treat a negative result as 0. Heal this character of damage equal to the result.
INVULNERABILITY: Damage dealt to this character is reduced by 2.

Jean Grey Phoenix / Dark Phoenix Rules
Point Values

Phoenix and Dark Phoenix have three different point values each representing a different power level in the game and each beginning the game on a different click.
Type
Veteran
Experienced
Rookie

Point Value (Phoenix)
800
600
400

Point Value (Dark Phoenix)
1000
800
600

Clicks from Starting Position
0
3
6

Special Rules
Phoenix/Dark Phoenix (and other HeroClix figures that are mounted on three-inch bases) are called big figures. Big figures:
1. are not affected by Exploit Weakness, Force Blast, Incapacitate, Mind Control, Plasticity, Poison, Psychic Blast, Shape Change, Steal Energy, and Support Powers, as well as
team abilities that duplicate these powers.
2. cannot be moved by Telekinesis, but may be the target of a Telekinesis attack.
3. are not affected by knockback.
4. do not need to roll for break away, although characters adjacent to big figures roll for break away per the standard rules.
5. may be attacked by grounded, elevated, or soaring characters using close or ranged combat attacks, and are adjacent to characters in adjacent squares regardless of elevation.
6. cannot be carried or captured.

Actions and Pushing
Phoenix/Dark Phoenix may only be given one action per turn.
Phoenix/Dark Phoenix may be pushed each turn; it will continue to be dealt pushing damage. If its controller does not give it an action on his or her turn, that player removes all action tokens from it at the
end of that turn. Dark Phoenix will not be dealt pushing damage while the Power Cosmic team ability is active.

Moving
Phoenix/Dark Phoenix must begin the game with its base completely in its controller’s starting area. Its base occupies 4 squares on the battle map (2 squares by 2 squares).
Dark Phoenix moves per the standard flying rules; it cannot move through indoor blocking terrain. Phoenix/Dark Phoenix ignores the effects of hindering terrain and elevated terrain on movement, although
it cannot end a move action with its base both on and off elevated terrain or blocking terrain. When moving, choose any square adjacent to Phoenix/Dark Phoenix to begin counting movement. Phoenix/
Dark Phoenix must end its movement so that its base rests on one of the squares within its movement range. If it moves over or stops its movement on an object token, the object is destroyed; replace it
with a rubble token.

Attacking
Phoenix/Dark Phoenix may be adjacent to a maximum of 12 squares. It may attack and be attacked through any of them. It can make a ranged combat attack against any character in range, even if such a character is in an adjacent square.
Because Phoenix and Dark Phoenix are both big figures, lines of fire drawn to and from them are not blocked by standard characters, but they are blocked by giant characters. Big figures that are on the same elevation block line of fire to each other. Blocking terrain blocks line of fire to
Phoenix/Dark Phoenix as normal.
Phoenix/Dark Phoenix and characters on elevated terrain may make ranged combat attacks against each other as if they were on the same level. Soaring characters and Phoenix/Dark Phoenix do not halve their range values when making ranged combat attacks against each other.

Capturing
Dark Phoenix (but not Jean Grey Phoenix) may capture opposing characters. A captured character is called a captive. The character controlling a captive is called a captor.
To capture a character, give Dark Phoenix a power action and make a close combat attack against that character. Characters with Phasing or Plasticity get +2 to their defense values against capture attacks. If the attack succeeds, it deals no damage. Remove any action tokens from the
target and place it on Dark Phoenix’s base; the target is now a captive.
Captives are no longer considered to be on the battle map. They may not be dealt damage and they may not be given actions. Dark Phoenix can control up to two captives at a time. If it has one captive, it
may not use its Multiattack power, described below, but it may still use its other attacks and powers. If it has two captives, it may not use its Multiattack power or make close combat attacks, but it may still
make ranged combat attacks.
Dark Phoenix’s controller gains additional victory points if Dark Phoenix releases a captive in that player’s starting area. Once Dark Phoenix’s entire base is inside its starting area, it may be given a power
action to release one captive; it may release captives only in its controller’s starting area. Once released, a captive is KOd, and it is worth twice its point value in victory points to Dark Phoenix’s controller. If
the game ends and Dark Phoenix controls a captive, neither player gets victory points for that captive. If Dark Phoenix captures the last opposing character, the game ends after that power action resolves.

Rescuing Captives
If a character is captured, other members of that character’s force may attempt to rescue it. To rescue a captive, give a friendly character a power action and make a close or ranged combat attack against
Dark Phoenix. If it succeeds, the attack deals no damage, but the captive is released in any square adjacent to Dark Phoenix and is given one action token; it is no longer a captive. A rescued character
may be given an action on the same turn in which it was rescued, but doing so pushes it. The player that rescued the captive chooses into which square the rescued character is placed.
If Dark Phoenix is KOd while it controls a captive, the player who KOd it (including the player controlling Dark Phoenix, if he or she pushes it to KO) places the captive in a square adjacent to Dark Phoenix
and gives it an action token, as if it were rescued. If Dark Phoenix successfully pushes to capture a character and is KOd from pushing, the captive is still placed in an adjacent square and given an action
token, as if it were rescued.

Power and Abilities
Jean Grey Phoenix and Dark Phoenix both have the Multiattack power. Jean Grey Phoenix has the X-Men team ability. Dark Phoenix has The Power Cosmic team ability.
Multiattack (optional) - If Dark Phoenix is a captor, she cannot use Multiattack. Multiattack may not be used by Dark Phoenix to capture a character. Multiattack cannot be countered or lost.
Give this character a power action. It may use two free actions against up to two targets. These free actions may consist of power actions, close combat actions, and ranged combat actions, though free
actions gained from this power cannot be used to activate this power. Make an attack roll for each attack, if any. Any damage dealt from one of these attacks is reduced by 1, minimum 1 damage.

Capturing

Sentinel/Sinestro Rules
Point Values
Sentinel/Sinestro has three different point values and corresponding starting positions
depending on its strength. Before the game begins, decide on a point value for the Sentinel/
Sinestro and rotate its combat dial the indicated number of clicks from the starting position.
Type
Veteran
Experienced
Rookie

Point Value
300
200
100

Clicks from Starting Position
0
3
6

General Rules
The big figure Sentinel/Sinestro (and other HeroClix figures that are mounted on three-inch bases) is called a big figure. The following rules apply
to the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro:
1. Is not affected by Force Blast, Incapacitate, Mind Control, Plasticity, Poison, Psychic Blast, Shape Change, Steal
Energy, Support, Exploit Weakness, and any team ability that reproduces those powers.
2. Cannot be moved by Telekinesis, although it can be the target of a Telekinesis attack.
3. Is not affected by knockback.
4. Does not need to roll for break away, although characters adjacent to a big figure roll for break away per the standard rules.
5. The Sentinel is the archenemy of any figure that is a member of the Morlocks, X-Men and Brotherhood of Mutants teams, and
members of the Morlocks, X-Men and Brotherhood of Mutants teams are archenemies of any big figure Sentinel. Sinestro is the
archenemy of any figure that is a member of the Green Lantern Corps. Team, and members of the Green Lantern Corps. Team
are are archenemies of any big figure Sinestro.
6. May be attacked by grounded, elevated, or soaring characters using Close or Ranged Combat attacks, and is considered
adjacent to characters in adjacent squares regardless of elevation.
7. Cannot be carried.
8. Cannot be captured.

Actions and Pushing

The big figure Sentinel/Sinestro’s most important power is the ability to capture opposing characters. To capture, a big figure Sentinel/
Sinestro uses a power action and makes a close combat attack. Characters with Plasticity or Phasing add 2 to their defense value if
they are the target of a capture attack. If successful, the attack deals no damage. Remove any action tokens from that character and
place the character on the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro’s base. That character is no longer considered to be on the battle map and is out
of the game unless rescued. Captured characters do not receive damage and cannot be given actions.
If a big figure Sentinel/Sinestro controls a captured character, it cannot use its multi-attack option, although it can still use its regular
attack options and powers. A big figure Sentinel/Sinestro can control up to two captured characters at once. If a big figure Sentinel/
Sinestro controls two captured characters, it cannot make close combat attacks, but may still make ranged combat attacks. A big figure
Sentinel/Sinestro cannot control more than two captured characters. A big figure Sentinel/Sinestro cannot release a captive anywhere
other than the starting area.
A big figure Sentinel/Sinestro’s player may gain additional victory points for the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro carrying a captive to the big
figure Sentinel/Sinestro’s starting area. Once a big figure Sentinel/Sinestro’s entire base is inside its starting area, it may make a power
action to release one captive character. Once released, captured characters are considered automatically KOd. Opposing characters
KOd in this way are worth two times their value in victory points; captured archenemies of the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro are worth
three times their value in victory points when released.
If the game ends while the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro is carrying a figure, neither player gets victory points for that figure. If the big
figure Sentinel/Sinestro captures the last opposing character, the game ends after that action.

Rescuing Captured Characters
If a character is captured, other members of that character’s force may attempt to rescue that character. To make a rescue attempt, give
a character a power action and make a close or ranged combat attack against the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro. If successful, the attack
deals no damage, but the captive character is released in any square adjacent to the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro with one action token
on it. This action token is added regardless of the number of action tokens on the character when captured. A rescued character may
make an action in the same turn in which it was rescued, but must be pushed in order to do so. The player that rescued the captive
decides in which square the rescued character “lands.”
If a big figure Sentinel/Sinestro holding a captured figure is KOd, the player KOing the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro (including the player
controlling the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro, if pushed to KO) places the captive in a square adjacent to the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro’s
base and give it an action token as if rescued. If a big figure Sentinel/Sinestro successfully pushes to capture and is KOd from pushing,
the captured character is still placed in an adjacent square and given an action token.

A big figure Sentinel/Sinestro may only be given one action per turn. For example, a 200-point big figure Sentinel in a 200-point game could only
receive on action per turn.

3D Object Rules

The big figure Sentinel/Sinestro may be pushed, but a player can continue to push a big figure Sentinel/Sinestro for multiple turns in a row,
although the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro will continue to receive damage from pushing. If a player does not give a big figure Sentinel/Sinestro an
action for that turn, that player removes all action tokens from the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro.

Objects are three-dimensional figures that players can use in place of heavy and light object tokens. When using 3D objects, choose and
place the regular object tokens normally. Once the object tokens have been flipped face-up but before they are placed on the map, each
player may replace the object tokens he or she chose with a 3D object of the same type, light or heavy. 3D objects function like object
tokens, but provide the bonuses listed below when attacking with the object, unless otherwise stated.

Moving
A big figure Sentinel/Sinestro occupies 4 squares on the battle map (in a 2-square by 2-square formation). The big figure Sentinel/Sinestro moves
per the standard flying rules, and cannot move through indoor blocking terrain. The big figure Sentinel/Sinestro ignores the effects of hindering
terrain, elevated terrain, and outdoor blocking terrain on movement, although it must end its turn with its entire base either on or off of elevated
terrain and blocking terrain.
The player chooses any square adjacent to the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro to begin counting movement. A big figure Sentinel/Sinestro must end
its movement so that its base rests on one of the squares within its movement range. If a big figure Sentinel/Sinestro moves over or stops on an
object token, the object is destroyed and replaced by a rubble token.
A big figure Sentinel/Sinestro must begin the game with their base completely in the starting area.

Light Objects (6 Range, 2 Damage when thrown -or- +1 Damage if used in Close Combat)
Mailbox – Increase the attacker’s damage dealt by 1.
Crate – A character may throw this object 8 squares.
Office Desk – May be used as a normal light object, or may increase the carrying character’s defense value
by 2. When either option is used, the object is destroyed when an attack roll is made.

Attacking

Bookcase – Increase the attackers attack value by 1.

A big figure Sentinel/Sinestro has a maximum of 12 adjacent squares. It can attack and be attacked through any of them. A big figure Sentinel/
Sinestro can make a ranged combat attack against any character in range, even if enemy characters are in an adjacent square. A big figure
Sentinel/Sinestro may make ranged attacks against figures in adjacent squares.

Broken Drone - Continual. While a character is carrying this object, you may choose to either (1) use this
object normally in an attack, or (2) give this character a ranged combat action (treating the character’s range
value as 4) and make a ranged combat attack against a single target opposing character. An attack using
option 2 deals 1 damage but does not destroy the object.

The big figure Sentinel/Sinestro’s large size means that characters do not block line of fire to or from a big figure Sentinel/Sinestro. Big figures on
the same elevation block line of fire to other big figures. Blocking terrain blocks line of fire to a big figure Sentinel/Sinestro as normal.
A big figure Sentinel/Sinestro and characters on elevated terrain may make ranged combat attacks against each other as if they were on the same
terrain level. Soaring characters and a big figure Sentinel/Sinestro may attack each other, and when targeting each other both use their full range.

Multi-Attack
A big figure Sentinel/Sinestro has the following multi-attack power:
Multi-Attack (optional): Give the big figure Sentinel/Sinestro a power action. This character may take 2 free actions against two different
targets, or two free actions against a single target. These free actions may be power actions, ranged combat actions, or close combat actions.
The damage value for each Multi-Attack is reduced by one, to a minimum of zero. Separate attack rolls are made for each attack. If this
character controls a captured character, it cannot use this multi-attack option. Multi-attacks cannot be used to capture. The multi-attack power
cannot be countered or lost. Free actions used when using the Multi-Attack power cannot be used to activate another Multi-Attack.

Heavy Objects (4 Range, 3 Damage when thrown -or- +2 Damage if used in Close Combat)
Dumpster, Generator – Continual. This object is not destroyed when used in an attack. The attacker places
it in any square adjacent to the target after use.
Computer – Increase the attackers attack value by 1.
Soda Machine – Increase the attacker’s damage dealt by 1.
Light Post – Acts as a heavy object. A target with 0 or 1 action tokens that is successfully hit with this object
also receives an action token, which can result in pushing damage.

Galactus Rules Part 1 - The Galactus Scenario
The Galactus Scenario
Galactus, Eater of Worlds, is a survivor of the previous universe. It consumes entire planets to
sate its unfathomable hunger. Heroes must fight - or watch their world die.
In this scenario, Galactus is a cosmically powerful character not meant to be part of any player’s
force; rather, Galactus is a menace that must be turned away using these scenario rules. If
players do not defeat Galactus before 20 turns have
passed, Galactus destroys the world.
Galactus is subject to all HeroClixtm rules, except as noted in these scenario rules.

Placing Characters
Galactus occupies 18 squares (a 3-square by 6-square area). Place Galactus in the center of the
battlefield. If there is not an exact center of the battlefield, resolve any dispute using point 3 of
“HeroClix Etiquette” in the rulebook. Galactus ignores terrain for placement purposes. Place
other characters as normal.

Actions
Galactus is never given action tokens. All of Galactus’s
actions are free actions.

The Dials

Movement

Galactus has four dials: three combat dials (the “Starving” dial has 20 clicks and the “Hungry” and
“Mighty” dials each have 12 clicks) and one “timer” dial. You do not have to use all Galactus’s
combat dials in this scenario. The number of combat dials players choose to use determines
Galactus’s point value and type in the scenario. If you are not using a combat dial in a game,
click that dial until only KOs appear. If you are using a combat dial in the game, click that dial
until the vertical green starting line appears.

Combat

Point Value
600
1,200
1,800

Type
Starving
Hungry
Mighty

Number of Dials
One (Starving only)
Two (Starving and Hungry only)
Three (Starving, Hungry, and Mighty)

Starving Galactus (600 Points)
The 600-point Galactus uses only the Starving combat dial. Starving Galactus is suited for one
player with a build total of 600 points, two players with a build total of 300 points, or three players
with a build total of 200 points.

Hungry Galactus (1,200 Points)
The 1,200-point Galactus uses the Starving and Hungry combat dials. Hungry Galactus is suited
for two players with a build total of 600 points, three players with a build total of 400 points, or
four players with a build total of 300 points.

Mighty Galactus (1,800 Points)
The 1,800-point Galactus uses all three combat dials. Mighty Galactus is suited for two players
with a build total of 900 points or three players with a build total of 600 points.
All of these build totals are only suggestions. Feel free to split up the build total any way you like,
as long as each player’s build total is a multiple of 100.

Galactus does not move unless it is defeated, and then it
leaves the battlefield.
Galactus attacks only when it takes damage. After the resolution of an
action from which Galactus takes damage, Galactus takes an action.
This action must target the character that damaged Galactus in the
previous action. The action can be a close combat, ranged combat, or
power action.
Whenever Galactus takes an action, the player to the left of the player whose character
damaged Galactus rolls the dice and determines the effects, if any.
Galactus always uses any powers showing on its current combat dial against the target, if
possible.
A close combat attack from Galactus targets each adjacent character. Make a single attack roll
and compare the result to each adjacent character’s defense value. You can divide Galactus’s
damage value any way you choose among the successfully hit targets, but at least half of
Galactus’s damage value (rounded up) must be dealt to the character that damaged it.
Galactus can target multiple characters with a single ranged combat action; if it does, at least
half of its damage value (rounded up) must be dealt to the character that damaged it.
Galactus can attack and be attacked by grounded, elevated, and soaring characters.
Galactus is not affected by knockback.
Galactus cannot capture or be captured.
Characters and terrain do not block, or impose the hindering terrain modifier on, lines of
fire drawn to or from Galactus.

Galactus uses only one combat dial at a time. When playing Mighty Galactus, begin the game
using the Mighty combat dial. When playing Hungry Galactus, begin the game using the Hungry
combat dial. As a dial is KOd, go to the next lowest dial (from Mighty to Hungry and from Hungry
to Starving).

Powers and Abilities

Damage does not carry over from one combat dial to another. In a battle against Hungry
Galactus, for example, if there is 1 click left on the Hungry combat dial, and Galactus takes 2
damage, the “extra” 1 damage is not applied to the Starving combat dial.

Galactus cannot be moved by Telekinesis, but it can be the target of a Telekinesis
attack.

The Timer Dial
The timer dial shows numbers 20 through 1, and is used to “count down” during the scenario.
The timer dial is not a combat dial. After each player’s turn, turn the timer dial counterclockwise
once. When the timer dial is clicked past the position numbered “1” - and the green section
becomes visible - the game is over: Galactus has eaten the world and everyone else loses.
When one of Galactus’s combat dials is KOd, the player whose characters KOd it rolls one sixsided die and subtracts 2 from the result (any result less than 1 is 1 instead); turn the timer dial
clockwise a number of times equal to the result. On a turn during which the timer dial is turned
clockwise, it is not turned counterclockwise for that player’s turn. Do not click the timer dial
clockwise beyond the colored position at which the game began.
The timer dial has three challenge levels, and each challenge level is marked by a colored
position: yellow, blue, or red. When you play this scenario for the first time, begin the game on
the yellow position, which gives you 20 rounds to win. Beginning the game on the blue position
gives you 15 rounds to win, and the red position gives you 10 rounds to win. You can combine
challenge levels with different Galactus point values to create a variety of game options.

Galactus ignores the Force Blast, Incapacitate, Mind Control, Plasticity, Poison, Shape
Change, Stealth, and Support Powers, as well as team abilities that duplicate these
powers.

When Galactus uses Energy Explosion or Pulse Wave, its damage value becomes
equal to the number of combat dials it started with at the beginning of the game
(Starving: 1, Hungry: 2, Mighty: 3).
When Galactus is the target of Outwit or Perplex, roll one six-sided
die. On a result of 5 or 6, Galactus ignores that use of Outwit or
Perplex.

Winning the Game
Galactus cannot be KOd: It is a force of the universe. When its
Starving combat dial is KOd, Galactus immediately leaves the
battlefield to find easier meals elsewhere in the universe. It will not
otherwise leave.
The player whose turn it is when Galactus is KOd wins the game.
Players can attack other players’ characters. The game ends, however, when Galactus either
leaves the battlefield or destroys the earth.

Galactus Rules Part 2 - Using Galactus as Part of a Force
Using Galactus as Part of a Force
Galactus is a formidable foe on its own, able to take on teams of heroes. The following rules allow you to play Galactus as part of a force.

The Dials
Galactus has four dials: three combat dials (the “Starving” dial has 20 clicks and the “Hungry” and “Mighty” dials each have 12 clicks) and one “timer” dial. Ignore the timer dial when using
Galactus as part of a force. You do not have to use all Galactus’s combat dials in a game. The number of combat dials players choose to use determines Galactus’s point value and type in the
game. If you are not using a combat dial in a game, click that dial until only KOs appear in the stat slot. If you are using a combat dial in the game, click that dial to its starting position (until the
vertical green starting line appears in the stat slot).
Point Value
600
1,200
1,800

Type
Starving
Hungry
Mighty

Number of Dials
One (Starving only)
Two (Starving and Hungry only)
Three (Starving, Hungry, and Mighty)

Placing Characters
Galactus occupies 18 squares (a 3-square by 6-square area). Galactus’s player’s starting area extends 3 squares away from his or her edge of the map and at least 4 squares away from any
other edge. Galactus must begin the game with its base completely in its player’s starting area.

Actions
Galactus can be given one action during its player’s turn.
Galactus can be pushed even when it has two action tokens; it does not take pushing damage. If you assign an action to Galactus when it already has two action tokens, do not mark it with
another action token.

Movement
Galactus moves per the standard flying rules. It cannot move through indoor blocking terrain. Galactus ignores the effects of blocking terrain, elevated terrain, and hindering terrain for movement
purposes. Galactus ignores the effects of team abilities on movement. Galactus ignores indoor blocking terrain for movement
purposes. Any indoor blocking terrain Galactus crosses is destroyed; mark blocking terrain destroyed in this manner with two rubble
markers. See page 20 of the manual for information on destroying blocking terrain.
Galactus’s controller chooses any square adjacent to Galactus to begin counting for movement purposes. Galactus must end its
movement so that its base rests on one of the squares within its movement range. If Galactus moves through or stops on an object
token, the object is destroyed. Replace it with a broken wall terrain marker, which is hindering terrain.
Galactus always succeeds at break away rolls, and opposing characters always succeed at breaking away from Galactus.
Galactus cannot be carried.

Combat
Galactus has 22 adjacent squares. It can attack and be attacked through any of them. Galactus can make a ranged combat attack against any character in its range, even if that character is in
an adjacent square.
Characters do not block line of fire to or from Galactus. Galactus blocks line of fire to other characters.
Galactus can attack and be attacked by characters that are grounded, on elevated terrain, or soaring. Galactus does not halve its range value when targeting soaring characters with ranged
combat attacks.
Galactus is not affected by knockback.
Galactus cannot capture or be captured.

Cosmic Multiattack
Give Galactus a power action; it can take three free actions. These free actions can be close or ranged combat, move, or power actions. This power can be used only once during each of your
turns, and it cannot be countered or lost.

Powers and Abilities
Galactus ignores the Exploit Weakness, Force Blast, Incapacitate, Mind Control, Plasticity, Poison, Psychic Blast, Shape Change, Steal Energy, and Support powers, as well as team abilities that
duplicate these powers.
Galactus cannot be moved by Telekinesis, but it can be the target of a Telekinesis attack.
When Galactus uses Energy Explosion or Pulse Wave, its damage value becomes equal to the number of combat dials it started with at the beginning of the game (Starving: 1, Hungry: 2, Mighty:
3.)
Feats cannot be assigned to Galactus.
Scenario Galactus has the Power Cosmic Team Ability.

The Spectre Rules Part 1 - The Spectre Scenario
The Spectre Scenario: Day of Vengeance
With its spiritual host either absent or unable to prevent it from unleashing its rage, the time has come for all to feel the wrath of The Spectre, the Spirit of Vengeance!
In this scenario, The Spectre is a cosmically powerful character not meant to be part of any player’s force; rather The Spectre is a menace that must be defeated
using these scenario rules. If the players cannot defeat The Spectre before they are defeated, the world will fall before its wrath.
The rules in this section apply to playing The Spectre in the Spirit of Vengeance scenario only.

When The Spectre leaves the battlefield, all Angry Spirits in play are removed from the game.
Additional Angry Spirit rules. Angry Spirits do not take pushing damage. When a power possessed by an Angry Spirit is countered, it is countered for that Angry
Spirit only. Angry Spirits may not be targeted by Incapacitate, Mind Control, Support, or any effect that duplicates the effects of those powers.

Playing the Spectre

The Dials

Placement.

The Spectre has four dials: three combat dials and one Angry Spirit dial.

The Spectre occupies 18 squares (a 6-square by 3-square area). Place The Spectre in the center of the battlefield.

Combat Dials
You are not required to use all The Spectre’s combat dials in this scenario. The number of combat dials players choose to use determines The Spectre’s point value,
the host that will control it in the scenario, and the number of spirits that accompany it. If you are not using a particular combat dial in a game, click that dial until only
KO symbols appear. If you are using a particular combat dial in the game, click that dial until the vertical green line indicating that dial’s starting position appears.
Each dial is labeled with one of the host names, indicated in Table 1, below.

Point Value
600
1,200
1,800

The player in control of the Angry Spirits during a turn must attack the enemies of The Spectre whenever possible. If an Angry Spirit is dealt damage, remove it
from the battlefield. When an Angry Spirit is dealt damage, turn the Angry Spirit dial a number of clicks equal to the total damage dealt. Note that the Angry Spirit
dial has no end; it can be turned beyond its starting position.

Host
Hal JordanTM
Jim CorriganTM
Spirit of Vengeance

Number of Dials
One
Two
Three

Maximum Number of Angry Spirits
4
6
8

Hal Jordan (600 Points)
When Hal Jordan wore the mantle of The Spectre, he was less experienced in using its abilities and more hesitant to weild its full power. The Hal
Jordan version of The Spectre uses only the Hal Jordan dial. It is best suited to be used against one player with a build total of 600 points, two
players with build totals of 300 points each, or three players with build totals of 200 points each.

Jim Corrigan (1,200 Points)
Murdered detective Jim Corrigan was a long-time spiritual host for The Spectre. Accordingly, he was more adept at using its powers and
abilities. This version of The Spectre uses both the Hal Jordan and Jim Corrigan combat dials. The Jim Corrigan version of The Spectre is
suited to be used against one player with a build total of 1,200 points, two players with build totals of 600 points each, three players with build
totals of 400 points each, or four players with build totals of 300 points each.

Spirit of Vengeance (1,800 Points)
When unfettered by any human host, The Spectre unleashes the full power of the Spirit of
Vengeance. The Spirit of Vengeance uses all three combat dials. It is suited to be used against
one player with a build total of 1,800 points, two players with build totals of 900 points each, three
players with build totals of 600 points each, or six players with build totals of 300 points each.
All build totals are suggestions. The build total may be split up among players in any way, provided that each
player’s build total is a multiple of 100.
During play, The Spectre uses only one combat dial at a time. Begin the scenario with the dial that shares the
name with the power level at which The Spectre is being played. When a dial is KOd, go to the starting position of
the combat dial for the next lower power level (from the Spirit of Vengeance to Jim Corrigan to Hal Jordan.)
Damage does not carry over from one combat dial to another. For example, in a battle against the Spirit of
Vengeance, if The Spectre takes3 damage from an attack - but it has only one click until all KOs appear - the
“extra” 2 damage is not applied to The Spectre’s Jim Corrigan dial.

Angry Spirits
The Spectre can call upon otherworldly power and bring forth spirits to attack those against whom it is
dealing judgement. These spirits are represented in this scenario by special bystander tokens labeled
“Angry Spirit.” These special tokens have no combat values printed on them. Instead, their combat
values are printed on The Spectre’s fourth dial - the Angry Spirit dial. To determine the Angry Spirits’
initial combat values, turn the Angry Spirit dial so that the green starting line appears. Then, roll two sixsided dice and turn the dial clockwise a number of clicks equal to the result.

Actions.
The Spectre is not given action tokens when it takes an action.
Movement.
The Spectre does not move unless it is defeated, and then it leaves the battlefield.
Team Ability.
In this scenario, The Spectre possesses the Quintessence team ability at all power levels.

Combat
The Spectre attacks only when it takes damage. After the action that dealt The Spectre damage resolves, The Spectre immediately
takes an action, either a close combat, ranged combat, or power action. This action must target the character that damaged The
Spectre in the previous action, but may target additional characters. The Spectre may take any free actions available to it when it
takes an action.
Whenever The Spectre takes an action, the player to the left of the player whose character damaged The Spectre rolls the dice and
resolves the action to determine its effects, if any. In all other cases, the determination and resolution of The Spectre’s powers and
actions is made by the first player to take an action during the scenario’s first turn, and then moves clockwise around the table to other
players in subsequent turns. The Spectre always uses any powers showing on its current combat dial to their greatest advantage, and
it will always first use its powers and abilities in an attempt to damage an opposing character.
If all players take a turn without attacking The Spectre, The Spectre is immediately given a free action to attack the nearest opposing
character.
Close combat attacks. A close combat attack made by The Spectre targets each character adjacent to it. Make a single attack roll
and compare the result to each adjacent character’s defense value. Damage dealt by The Spectre in the attack can be divided in any
way among the targets successfully hit by the attack, but at least half The Spectre’s damage value (rounded up) must be dealt to the
character that damaged it, if it is successfully hit.
Ranged combat attacks. The Spectre’s range value and number of lightning bolts are determined by the combat dial
currently being used. When The Spectre can target multiple characters with a ranged combat attack and successfully hits
multiple targets, damage dealt by The Spectre can be divided in any way among the targets successfully hit by the attack,
but at least half The Spectre’s damage value (rounded up) must be dealt to the character that damaged it, if it is
successfully hit.
The Spectre can attack and be attacked by grounded, hovering, and soaring characters. If a character is adjacent to
The Spectre, The Spectre is adjacent to the character. The Spectre and soaring characters do not halve their range
values when making ranged combat attacks against the other.
The Spectre is not affected by knockback.
The Spectre cannot capture or be captured.
Characters and terrain do not block or impose the hindering terrain modifier on lines of fire drawn to or from
The Spectre. The Spectre may make a ranged combat attack against characters with which it is not adjacent
even when The Spectre is adjacent to another character.

Powers and Abilities
The Spectre ignores Phasing/Teleport on its combat dials.
The Spectre ignores the Earthbound, Exploit Weakness, Force Blast, Incapacitate,
Mastermind, Mind Control, Plasticity, Poison, Psychic Blast, Shape Change, Stealth, and
Support powers of opposing characters, as well as team abilities and effects that
duplicate the effects of those powers. The Spectre cannot be moved by Telekinesis,
but it can be the target of a Telekinesis attack. When The Spectre is the target of
Perplex, roll one six-sided die. On a result of 5 or 6, The Spectre ignores that use of
Perplex.

Placing Angry Spirit tokens. Each time The Spectre is attacked, place an Angry Spirit token
adjacent to the character that attacked it after the attack resolves. If the token cannot be placed
adjacent to the attacking character, place it adjacent to The Spectre instead.
In addition, after all players have completed their actions for a turn, place one Angry Spirit token
adjacent to The Spectre as a free action.
No Angry Spirit tokens may be placed if the number of Angry Spirit tokens in play equals the maximum
number of tokens allowed by The Spectre’s power level (see Table 1).
Playing Angry Spirit tokens. Each time The Spectre takes damage, roll one six-sided die.
On a result of 1 or 2, each Angry Spirit on the battlefield acts as a free action (including any
Angry Spirits placed on the battlefield as a result of the attack that caused The Spectre to
take damage.) In addition, after all players have completed their actions for a turn, each
Angry Spirit on the battlefield acts as a free action (including any Angry Spirits placed on the battlefield after all players completed
their actions for the turn). One player chooses and resolves the actions that all Angry Spirits take during a turn, beginning with
the last player to take an action during the scenario’s first turn, and then moving clockwise around the table to other players in
subsequent turns.
Angry Spirits are not given action tokens when they take an action. Angry Spirits always use any powers showing on the Angry
Spirit dial to their greatest advantage, and they will use powers in an attempt to damage a target before using them in another
way. Angry Spirits may not attack or use their powers or abilities against The Spectre or other Angry Spirits.

The Spectre ignores the Mystics team ability and all team abilities with similar effects.
When The Spectre uses Mind Control, it takes no damage due to the combined point values of successfully hit targets.
When The Spectre uses Energy Explosion or Pulse Wave, its damage value becomes equal to the number of combat dials it
started with at the beginning of the game (Spriit of Vengeance: 3, Jim Corrigan: 2, Hal Jordan: 1).

Winning the Scenario
Players can attack other players’ characters in addition to The Spectre and the Angry Spirits.
The Spectre cannot be knocked out. When The Spectre’s Hal Jordan dial displays the KO symbol, its power is spent and it
(and any Angry Spirits) leaves the battlefield to regroup and return another day. It will not otherwise leave.
The player whose turn it is when The Spectre leaves the battlefield wins the scenario, and the game ends.

The Spectre Rules Part 2 - The Spectre as Part of a Force
The Spectre as Part of a Force
There have been times when The Spectre has been an ally of mortals. The following rules allow you to play The Spectre as part of a force.
The rules in this section apply to playing The Spectre as part of a force only.

The Dials
You do not have to use all The Spectre’s combat dials. The number of combat dials the player of The Spectre chooses to use determines its point value and host in a game (see Table 2, below.) If a
combat dial is not being used in a battle, click that dial until only KO symbols appear. If you are using a combat dial in the game, click that dial until the vertical green line indicating that dial’s starting
position appears. You may not use The Spectre’s Angry Spirit dial.
Point Value
600
1,200
1,800

Host
Hal Jordan
Jim Corrigan
Spirit of Vengeance

Number of Dials
One
Two
Three

Team Ability
Mystics
JSA
Quintessence

Feats
Feats cannot be assigned to The Spectre.

Placing the Spectre
The Spectre occupies 18 squares (a 6-square by 3-square area). If the player’s starting area is not large enough to contain The Spectre, The Spectre must be placed into the starting area before all
other characters, and it must occupy as many squares in the starting area as possible.

Actions
The Spectre can be given only one action during its player’s turn. The Spectre can be pushed even when it has two action tokens; it does not take pushing damage. If you assign an action token to
The Spectre when it already has two action tokens, do not mark it with another action token.

Movement
The Spectre moves using the standard flying rules. It cannot move through walls or blocking terrain, unless a power allows it to do so. It ignores the elevation change modifier, and it ends all move
actions in the hovering flight mode. The Spectre ignores the effects of elevated terrain and hindering terrain for movement purposes, and when it ends a move, all parts of its base are considered to be
in clear, grounded terrain.
The Spectre’s controller chooses any square adjacent to The Spectre to begin counting for movement purposes. The Spectre must end its movement so that all squares it occupies are squares to
which it could have legally moved in the movement. If The Spectre moves through or stops on an object (including object tokens, 3-D object, and special objects), the object is destroyed. Replace it with
a broken wall terrain marker.
The Spectre automatically brekas away from other characters, and other character automatically break away from The Spectre. No break away involving The Spectre may deal damage.
The Spectre may not be carried.

Combat
The Spectre has 22 adjacent squares. It can attack and be attacked through any of them. The Spectre can make a ranged combat attack against any character in its range, even if that character is in an adjacent square. If a
character is adjacent to The Spectre, The Spectre is adjacent to that character.
Characters do not block lines of fire drawn to or from The Spectre. The Spectre blcoks line of fire drawn to other characters. The Spectre may make a ranged combat attack against characters with which it is not adjacent even when
The Spectre is adjacent to another character.
The Spectre can attack and be attacked by characters that are grounded, on elevated terrain, or soaring as if they were on the same level. The Spectre and soaring characters do not halve their range values when making ranged
combat attacks against each other.
The Spectre is not affected by knockback. The Spectre cannot capture or be captured.

Team Ability
The Spectre possesses a team ability and team symbol based on its power level at the beginning of the game, as shown on Table 2. Whenever The Spectre would posses the Justice SocietyTM team ability, it
possesses the following alternative version of that ability instead:
(JSA) JUSTICE SOCIETY Before any attack roll, any friendly Justice Society team member adjacent to The Spectre may replace its defense value with The Spectre’s defense value minus 2 (this subtraction
is not a modifier) for the duration of the attack. The Spectre may replace its defense value with the unmodified defense value (including a replacement defense value) of any adjacent friendly Justice Society
team member for the duration of the attack. This team ability may not be copied by wild card team abilities.

Powers and Abilities
The Spectre has the Multiattack power.
MULTIATTACK (optional) Give this character a power action. It may use two free actions against up to two targets. These free actions may consist of power actions, close combat actions, and ranged combat
actions, though free actions gained from this power cannot be used to activate this power. Make an attack roll for each attack, if any. Any damage dealt by one of these attacks is reduced by 1, minimum 1
damage.
Multiattack cannot be countered or lost.
When played as part of a force, The Spectre ignores the Earthbound, Exploit Weakness, Force Blast, Incapacitate, Mastermind, Mind Control, Plasticity, Poison, Psychic Blast, Shape Change, and Support
powers of all other characters, as well as team abilities and effects that duplicate the effects of those powers.
The Spectre ignores the Mystics team ability and all team abilities with similar effects.
The Spectre cannot be moved by Telekinesis, but it can be the target of a Telekinesis attack.
When The Spectre uses Energy Explosion or Pulse Wave, its damage value becomes equal to the number of combat dials it started with at the beginning of the game (Spirit of Vengeance: 3, Jim Corrigan: 2,
Hal Jordan: 1).
The Spectre’s combat values may not be increased by Perplex.

